Down syndrome (DS) also called trisomy 21 is a chromosomal disorder caused by the presence of an extra copy of chromosome 21. This is generally associated with physical growth deficits, mild to moderate intellectual disability and distinctive facial features. Children with Down Syndrome have frequent strokes and delayed brain maturation [1]. There may also be many other minor irregularities of the face, head, neck, and clinically inappropriate feet, and the height is generally reduced [2]. Children with Down syndrome also display deficiencies in muscle strength, muscle capacity, and growth of motor skills [3]. Children DS with the shown disparity in developing both musculoskeletal and active motor control components relative to the developmentally normal children [4]. Most children with Down's syndrome have mild to moderate cognitive impairment [5]. Word is slow, impacting both memories in the short and the long term. Children with DS face a substantial delay in acquiring motor skills and contextual speech discrepancies concerning children without Down syndrome [6]. The word 'core' or 'core stability' encompasses anterior-aspect muscles such as abdominals, later gluteal and paraspinal muscles, and lower pelvic floor with hip girdle musculature. Core stability exercises show a vital part in PT strategies and influence posture, balance, and movement issues are common in children with Down syndrome. Emerging research suggests that balance training may be advantageous for children with Down syndrome, making it a crucial component of physical activity programmes. Objective: to ascertain the impact of balance training and activities for core stability on postural control in kids with Down syndrome. Methods: a single blinded RCT study was conducted, in which assessor was kept blind. While taking into account inclusion and exclusion criteria, children with Down syndrome were randomly divided into two groups with ages ranging from 5 to 17 years. There were 20 patients in the sample. Exercises for core stability were given to Group 2 and balance training to Group 1. The time between treatments was six weeks. The Comprehensive Rehabilitation facility Chakwal is where the data is gathered. The pre- and post-values of postural stability were measured using the paediatric Berg balance scale. Results: The present results are significantly better in the group B than in the group A. Core stability exercises show better results than balance training. Conclusion: According to the results of the current study from the data of before the treatment and after the treatment, it revealed a positive change. In the duration of six weeks the core stability exercises were more effective than balance training in developing postural control among children with Down syndrome.
children's equilibrium with DS [7]. These exercises increase muscle strength in the lower extremities, improve motor performance, develop cognitive skills, and activate the locomotive control system [8]. Performing core stability activities daily has the same benefits for older adults with Down Syndrome and strengthens lower limb strength, coordination, and walking skills. This development leads to improving the functional capacities of daily activities and people with DS [9]. Core stabilization can help to increase the balance between fluid and muscle control between the lower and upper extremities and lower the risk of fracture and muscle inequalities [10]. In pain reduction core stability exercises have a beneficial effect, loosening of deep abdominals, improving the strength of the lumbar spine, and increasing muscle strength of patients [11]. The major impact of core stabilization training can be because core stability training increases the performance of the neuromuscular system, resulting in an optimum chain of lumbar-pelvic mobility in DS children [12]. In adolescents with down syndrome suffering from coordination problems, core stability therapy can be used to enhance equilibrium and reduce the risk of collapse and injury, contributing to a better quality of life. Requires core stability preparation to enhance efficiency and reduce incidents [12]. Postural regulation is a term used to describe how our central nervous system (CNS) controls sensory information from other systems to generate sufficient motor activity to sustain a regulated, upright posture. The major sensory mechanisms involved in postural regulation and coordination are the auditory, vestibular, and somatosensory systems [13]. Postural stability is the ability to maintain equilibrium in a gravity field by sustaining or restoring the Body mass center above its support base. Unsupported, standing people are in unstable equilibrium or equilibrium since muscle strength will constantly overcome the force of gravity [14]. People with DS have a sensory impairment attributed to hypotonic and ligamentous laxity, agonist and antagonist muscle co-contraction, and coordination and postural deficiencies [15]. The postural control structure has two core functions: first, building up attitude towards gravity and ensuring equilibrium is sustained; and second, setting the direction and location of the parts that serve as a frame of reference for vision and movement towards the outside world [16]. Children with DS have severe problems when standing up straight in maintaining correct posture and/or balance. In addition, while their physical development is somewhat complete, some of their engine functions remain inadequate [17]. To the Researcher's best knowledge so far there is no such study that compares these two approaches. The key aim of the current analysis was to evaluate the core permanence and balance exercise in posture control amid DS. So that in the future we developed a better treatment plan for CP & Stroke patients to develop postural control. And previously most studies focus on functional training rather than core stability

**METHODS**

It was a single-blinded randomized control trial, in which the assessor was kept in blindness. The sampling technique applied was non-probability purposive. This research work was approved ethically by an institutional board review committee of the international university Ripha Lahore campus. The study registration number was S18C13G37009. The objective of this research work was to evaluate the core permanence and balance exercise in postural control amid DS. An alternative hypothesis was that balance training and core stability exercises are not equally effective in children with Down syndrome. Data was collected from the Comprehensive rehabilitation center Chakwal and Private physical therapy institute of Lahore while following consort guidelines. The duration of the study was 6 months after approval of synopsis from 15-09-19 to 30-03-20. This study had taken a sample size of 20 participants. Each group has 10 participants. Size d =1.5662217 a err prob=0.05, Power (1-β err prob) =0.95, Allocation ratio N2/N1=1, Output: Non centrality parameter δ=3.50, Critical t=1.7340636 Df=18, Sample size group 1 & 2=10 in each group, Total sample size=20, Actual power=0.957404. 20 participants were randomly allotted in 2 groups. 10 participants in each group. Randomization was done through the lottery method and concealment was done. Group A (n=10) was managed with trunk balance exercises, while Group B (n=10) was managed with abdomen core stability exercises and conventional treatment was given to both groups. Inclusion Criteria include both female and male, age 5 to 17 years, trisomy 21 by genetic karyotype, low muscle tone, joint laxity, psychomotor progress deficits, normal visualisation, and audible range. Exclusion Criteria include patients suffering from Seizure, multiple sclerosis, or epilepsy, muscular dystrophy, mental retardation, severe learning disability or sensory deficits, using inhibitory splints or a polyethylene ankle/foot orthosis, severe cognitive and perceptual issues. Once the inclusion and exclusion criteria mentioned above have been taken into account potential participants have been considered. They were asked to take part in the study. Written consent foam has been granted. Each participant was requested to draw either the number one or the number two from the box. The number one was assigned to Group A and the number two was allocated to Group B for data collection. For Down syndrome children Paediatric berg scale Stability is used to measure the core stability and consistency in this study.
Paediatric Berg balance scale is 14-item parameter referred test which evaluates functional balance in the sense of the daily task in paediatric population. (a) The scores of the item level vary from 0 to 4, which is calculated by the capacity to carry out the assessed activity. (b) Items scores are then summed up (c) Total score is 56 [18]. Head, upper limbs and trunk rotation from a kneeling position, flexion/extension in upper limb with concurrent movement of head from position of kneeling, Pelvic bridging, elevating contrary upper/lower limbs from a position of Quadruped, Heel/toe elevations, substitute escalating are all part of Group A balance exercise. Abdominal bracing with or without heel slide in lying position, or Leg lifts with same position, same abdominal position with bridging, or standing with abdominal bracing are all examples of Group B core stability exercises. Both groups got standard treatment. In conventional treatment isometric muscle contraction (hamstrings, quadriceps, hip extensors, anterior tibial group, and calf muscles). Dosage was 10 Repetitions with 5 seconds hold three times per day. Session was last for 6 weeks and 3 sessions each week. Data were examined by means of SPSS for Windows software version 21.0, numerical consequence was set at p=0.05. Regularity table, pie charts, bar charts were applied to demonstrate conclusions of collection assessment restraint ended period. nonparametric test was used to find change between the group and within groups. Changes between successive visits: Change between successive visits: t test was used to show the progress of two groups between any two successive visits in terms of subjective and objective measurements. Difference between Groups: Independent sample t test was used. This a nonparametric test that is used to compare two populations at different various intervals.

Results
Baseline values of demographic data of both groups were comparable on basis of to mean± SD. Participants mean age in group A was 8.70±3.23 years compared to 7.30±2.49years in group B. The percentages of female participants were 40.00% whereas male participants were 60.00%. Independent t-test was used for analysing the difference between 2 groups and paired t-test was used for evaluating the data pre and post treatment in the group. Table 1 reveals the comparison of Total Paediatric Berg scale between two groups before and after treatment session. In group 1 (Trunk Balance Exercises) mean±SD before treatment was 10.30±5.77 and after treatment it was 12.40±2.79. While in group B (Truncal Core Stability Exercises) mean & standard deviation formerly treatment was 8.50±3.47 and after treatment it was 20.10±12.09. With p<0.04 which shows that Trunk Core Stability Exercises more significant result as compared to Trunk Balance Exercises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Outcome measurement</th>
<th>Trunk Balance Exercises n (10) Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Trunk Core Stability Exercises n (10) Mean ± SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Test score</td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>10.30±5.77</td>
<td>8.50±3.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post</td>
<td>12.40±2.79</td>
<td>20.10±12.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>&lt; 0.4</td>
<td>&lt; 0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Across the group comparison using Independent Sample Test Total pre and post scoring.


Table 2: Within the group comparison of pre and post treatment mean values in each group using Paired sample t test.

**DISCUSSION**

Main purpose of the current study was to associate the result of core stability and balance exercise in postural control amid Down syndromes. Patients aged 5-17 years were randomly allocated including both genders. During the selection analysis for postural influence, statistically separate findings occurred between the two groups, suggesting clear improvement in one group. The aftereffect of current investigation found that there was a critical increment in the examination gatherings anteroposterior, mediolateral and in general dependability lists contrasted with the post treatment bench as there was a huge impact of centre solidness practices on post strength. These results are similar with Ghaeini et al. who studied the effect of core stability on the static balanceoofyoungsterswithDSassessed by a modified stork stand test, by improving deep muscle strength and endurance of the core stabilization region [6]. The aftereffects of current investigation indicated an improvement in postural control in one gathering when looking at pre and post treatment measurements. This improvement might be ascribed with the impact of activity treatment on balance pose control and quality activities. That was predictable with the aftereffect of Gupta et al. who examined the impacts of opposition, equalization practices on quality and offset in individual with DS. Improvements in strength and balance were observed just after exercise regime [18]. In this investigation it has been indicated that the fundamental effect of centre strength preparing can be a scribed to the way that the centre strength preparing improves the adequacy of NM framework that causes upgraded stumble pelvic – hip chain portability and incredible speeding up and deceleration suitable strong equalization proximal soundness and great capacity. It impacts in the reinforcing of lower extremity muscles which can regulator the development. This is steady with the finding of kibler et al who contended that fortifying the profound muscles of trunk would settled and set up the lower limit development The transverse abdominal muscle, the inner and outer abdominal muscles and the rectus abdominal muscles stabilize the spine and promote lower extremity movement. Transverse abdominalandmultifidus muscles support the spine as well.When the transverse abdominal muscles contract, the internal abdominal pressureand the thoracolumbar fascia are increased to stabilize the region[20].In the present study, we observed that core stability trainings enhanced the sequence of trunk musclestrength andactivity and this agree with the discovery of Hodges and Richardson who recognized muscle activity of trunk before lower extremity activity, assisting the
spine to leading a framework for purposeful movements. They identified that the transverse abdomen is main muscle of becoming active before the definite movement of the limb; this preprogrammed activation of the transverse abdomen was part of the plan used by the central nervous system to control spinal stability[17]. The core is essential because the anatomical place in the body where the center of gravity is situated and the movements generate from it, so the reinforcement of the muscles of the core tends to cause the improved performance of the neuromuscular system and the reduction of the center of gravity displacement and swaying. It is believed that the current study will help to resolve this impairment and will promote further research into the important and growing rapidly specialty of pediatric therapy.

**CONCLUSION**

Core stability exercises were more effective in improving postural control among children with Down syndrome.
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